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1CHARTING



Creating a Chart

Go to Symbol Lists located in the right hand side toolbox (1), select your market (2), drag & drop it onto the blank area onthe 

left (3). You can also quickly open a chart for a symbol directly from the toolbox by double-clicking on the security/market.
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Alternatively, you can also enter the symbol shortcut in the command line.

Enter the ticker symbol of your data provider in the command line (e. g. “CLc1” for EIKON). 

Select New Chart from the drop-downmenu.
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Many more chart types are available, such as: Bar, Equi-Volume, Point and Figure, Heikin Ashi etc.

Just click on ChartType in the toolbar above and select the chart type you prefer from the list.
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In the upper left corner, you can find the Chart Legend (1). Here, information about the symbols, indicators, strategies, time  

periods, OLHC etc. is available. When clicked, the chart legend offers a Context Menu (2) in which you can modify all  

properties that are available.
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Changing the Period and Time Span
There are various ways to change the displayed data. In the main toolbar, the buttons Period and Time Span are available (1) 

or you can click on the chart symbol in the left corner and right-click to open the selection window (2).
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If you would like to change the history  

length of the chart, please click on Chart and 

go to History Length to enter the number of  

bars to be displayed (3).

You can also change the time span and price 

range by directly manipulating the axes with 

the mouse. Right click on the axis and keep  

it pressed while moving the mouse (4).



Adding Drawing Elements and Alerts
In the chart tools section of the toolbar, you can find simple Drawing Elements like lines, circles and rectangles and Fibonacci

retracements (1). You can set Alerts based on the lines you have drawn in the toolbox here (2). For details on alerts please go

to File/Options/Alerts.
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Changing the Chart Design using Templates
After you created a template, you can apply it to any chart. Go to Templates (1), choose a template (2) and drag & drop it to a  

chart (3).
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If you added some indicators  

etc. and you want to save your  

personal template, right-click  

on the symbol and press Save  

Template. You can apply this  

template to other charts  

afterwards.



Displaying Several Symbols in the Same Workspace
There are two ways to do this. If you want to have e. g. two symbols on the same time axis, then:

Go to the symbol list (1) and choose a symbol, click on the right mouse button and select Insert Symbol (2) or drag & drop it

into the existing chart.
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Here is the result: Both charts are aligned to the same time axis.
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If you would like to create a separate chart, then choose Open in Chart instead of Insert Symbol from the dropdownmenu  

(see page 11). Now there are two independent charts within the workspace.

You can modify their location by clicking in the name field in the left corner, holding the left mouse button down and dragging

it to the desired location (1).
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2SYMBOLS AND SYMBOL LISTS



You can see symbols and symbol lists by clicking on the button Symbol Lists in 

the toolbox.  Symbol lists are sorted in groups, these are labelled with the 

folder name and foldersymbol.  Symbol lists can be opened in a scanner, 

watchlist or portfolio.
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Creating a New Symbol List
You can create your own symbol lists, for example, a list of favourite markets or a personal index. In the toolbox, click on 

Symbol Lists (1) and then on New Symbol List (2).This opens up the Symbol List wizard.

• Select the option User-defined Symbol List.

• Enter a name for the symbol list.

• Click on Add to start the Symbol Search. Find the

symbols, select them and Add them to the list.

• Click on Done.The new symbol lists appears in the

toolbox.
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Adding Symbols to Lists
To add a new symbol, open the context menu of a symbol list and select New Symbol.The New Symbol wizard opens.

Select a standard symbol (from the data provider).  

The Symbol Search opens.

Search the symbol you want to add.

Tip: You can also add symbols to symbol lists by dragging  

symbols into them from other lists or charts. Or, you candrag  

& drop an open chart into your personal watchlist.
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Using a Watchlist
The Watchlist is optimized for monitoring a lot of symbol data in real time.The easiest way is to open an existing symbol list 

in a watchlist. Right-click on a symbol list in the toolbox and select Open in Watchlist from the dropdown menu. The Wizard 

opens.
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You can sort the watchlist columns by clicking on the respective column header.

Symbols can be added from other tables or charts into a watchlist by simply using drag & drop.

You can add indicators into the watchlist by using drag & drop (same procedure as with adding indicators to charts).  

Here is an example with ATR, Volume an RSI added to the watchlist:
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3INDICATORS



Applying an Indicator to a Chart
In Tradesignal, you can use indicators with charts, watchlists andscanners.

Click on the Indicators button in the toolbox (1).

Search in the toolbox search bar or simply scroll and find the desired indicator. In this case we are choosing Bollinger Bands, 

simply drag the indicator Bollinger Bands (2) onto the chart of the symbol(3).

Alternatively, you can also select Apply on the dropdown menu of theindicator.
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Editing the Indicator Properties
Left-click the indicator entry in the chart legend (1) and select Properties from the dropdownmenu.

The indicator properties are displayed in the toolbox (2), these can be manipulated here and viewed in real-time on the chart.
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4STRATEGIES



Creating a strategy
Strategies combine indicators with entry and exit signals. This allows you to backtest patterns and signals andtrade  

systematically.

Open a symbol in a chart. Click on the Strategies button in the toolbar (1). Select Moving Average Double Crossover (2) and 

drag it onto the chart. You can see the entry/exit signals and the equity curve for this strategy displayed below thechart (3).
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Click on the Properties button (1) and select the applied strategy in the list of elements at top of the toolbox (2).

Set PeriodFast to "10" days and PeriodSlow to "20" days (3). All the signals and the equity curve will being recalculated.
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If you would like to see all the metrics for return, risk etc., please open the Performance Report in the toolbarabove:
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Optimizing Trading Strategies
The Optimizer helps you to find the most optimal and stable parameter sets for your trading strategy. For the following  

example, please use the strategy shown before Moving Average Double Crossover applied to a chart of your choice. Now 

click on the Optimize button in the toolbar.
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Select the method Brute Force. Select the parameters you want to optimize (PeriodFast,  

PeriodSlow) and remove others by double-clicking them.



Select PeriodSlow and enter the start value "25" and the end value "100" and “ 5 ” for step.

Select PeriodFast and enter the value “ 5 ” and the end value “20” and choose “ 1 ” for step.

Click on Next. Click on Next again and finally click on Optimize in the last window. Now 256 combinations will be calculated.
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When the optimization is finished, the optimized results are displayed, on the left in a heat map and on the right in a table. 

Here they are for the Moving Average Double Crossover strategy. You can check the results of the heat map, and in the  

dropdown choose different metrics like net profit, max drawdown etc. which will create a new heat map of your specified  

metric (1).
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Any questions? Please contact 
us:

DE SUPPORT.
+49 (0)421 20 10 911

EN SUPPORT.

+44 (0)20 3455 0457

support@tradesignal.com

SALES.

+49 (0)421 20 10 90

sales@tradesignal.com
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